California Pools & Landscape is your Arizona pool builder. Our swimming pools are designed with Arizona families in mind. After 20 years in the Phoenix area, we understand how a pool fits into a family’s lifestyle and enhances your backyard.

We also know that no two family’s are exactly alike. That’s why we begin the pool and landscape process with a conversation – to learn what you want in a pool and how you use your backyard. After we fully understand your needs, we provide clear and complete information on features, construction time and costs. Then, throughout the build, we keep you informed of the process, and we enforce the strictest safety standards to keep your family and our craftsmen safe. That’s why we are Arizona’s preferred swimming pool builder.

Plus, our quality standards go above and beyond the Arizona Registrar of Contractors’ standards, which is why we have never had an ROC complaint after building more than 20,000 pools in the Phoenix area. You can see our record for yourself at www.azroc.gov.

Vist Our Design Center
4320 W Chandler BLVD #1 Chandler AZ 85226
1.5 Miles West Of the 101
P 480.345.0005 | www.CalPool.com

ROC Numbers…
092233  146183
146184  274390

Jeremy Smith
President
California Pools & Landscape

It only cost $20-$25 a month to have your spa hot and ready to use 24/7 in the winter months. Ask us about our in-ground Spas.
Choose from a vast selection of finishes, textures, and colors.

Traditional White Plaster gives your pool a clean cool blue look

We Have The Right Finish For You!!!

Would you like to add a water feature? At California Pools we have everything under the sun.

Rock falls, fountain bowls, fire wok falls. We can custom build one just for you!

Energy Saving Equipment
Ask About Utility Company Rebates

- LED Color Lighting (with color shows)
- Salt Chlor Systems
- Eco Star Pump (saves up to 75% on energy cost)
- Heat Pumps
- New Gas Heaters
- Solar Heating

Pool Equipment Automation
pool • spa • lights • chemicals

We Treat your feet and your eyes to the finest in pebble interior surfaces. Seaglass Pebble is California Pools exclusive smooth stone interior. The dazzling 30/70 ratio of 100% iridescent glass and smooth stone is enhanced with shimmering abalone shell. Seaglass Pebble is installed using only top quality materials and the best installation technique available to create a pool interior finish that we guarantee for life.

Decking Options

- Travertine
  The latest deck surface.

- Travertine can be installed over your existing deck.

- Artistic Pavers are a beautifully crafted deck surface that is much cooler than traditional pavers. Other options include flagstone, cement pavers, stamped overlay and traditional acrylic lace surface.

Let Us Design & Build Your Own Resort!

- You can add a BBQ from a basic island to a full outdoor kitchen with a water feature, Fire pits, and outdoor fireplaces.